
"To me, if life boils down to one thing, it's movement. 
To live is to keep moving."

~ Jerry Seinfeld

Sculpture...landscape design...sculpture...landscape design...family wedding in Bermuda...

::breathing::

::ahhhh!::

Okay.

Back to work.  

Lots of good things happening in my little part of the world, with plenty of delighted garden and
art lovers in the mix. 

Since May, with help from a small army of skilled people, we've planted thousands of perennials,
annuals, trees, and shrubs, created a host of new and redesigned outdoor spaces, installed
sculpture in three juried exhibitions (two are open now - see below!), and are working to complete
some substantial new pieces -- a six foot version of my original "Pear," and, "Patricia's Carrots,"
a four foot pair of intertwined roots. 







News 

Great article by Katie Elzie Peters
Read more about my sculpture process, new art adventures, and the work of some
other fantastic artists around the nation, in this recent feature in The Designer Magazine,
a quarterly publication by the Association of Professional Landscape Designers.

Now Showing!

Tomato and Companionable Chiles @ Maryland Federation of Arts (MFA) "Off the Wall"
exhibition. The show runs through July 15, 2016 at the MFA Summer Annex (53
Maryland Ave., Annapolis MD 21401). For more information, visit MFA. 

Habanero and Onion @ Washington Sculptors Group "Cartes Blanches" exhibition at the
Delaplaine Visual Arts Education Center, 40 South Carroll Street, Frederick, MD 21701.
The show is open through July 30, 2016. For more information, visit Delaplaine. 

Save the Date...

Ripe! Fruit & Vegetable Perspectives 
Jan Kirsh Sculpture Exhibition
September 10 - October 29 | Maryland Hall - Annapolis 
Opening Reception 
September 15, 2016  5:30 - 7:00 PM
Exhibition and Reception are free & open to the public

 jkirsh@jankirsh.com |  jankirsh.com | 410.745.5252
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